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Why in to love’s true world comes
ready fear as ever yearning fire eye
strikes in eye waiting’s alarm and figure
predicate of you whose ruddy flame means
warmth at danger’s edge, whose smile I
know not in lips or eyelids most
overtakes my sight and memorized by heart
takes over past and future lives anew
Tonight your voice dearest of all [ . ]
I calld to hear I sought where “seek”
means to see more than eyes floods
hearing “I love you” who to whom
says touches bloods total singing life is
in “us” designs keys unlock from us
It is all of a music. If it were
no more than music words would cry
out—something dearest in words for me
cries out in desertion always I
need depths of color, horizons and perspective’s shifts
to find your ever awaiting me
echoes and reflections in time “ours”
The painter makes manifest means
the song hours sing in eternity present
in every thing is visible

O voice

space and time suspend where you reach
ear in what hearing, eye in what ikon
touches this devotion all senses attend.
—Robert Duncan
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Robert Duncan and Jess, ca. mid-1950s. Photograph
by Helen Adam. From the Poetry Collection’s Helen
Adam Collection.
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